Airway dynamics in transition between peak and maximal expiratory flow.
Expiratory flow-volume curves with periodic interruption of flow showed flow transients exceeding maximal flow (Vmax) measured on the maximum expiratory flow-volume (MEFV) curve in a mechanical lung model and in five tracheotomized, vagotomized, open-chest, anesthetized dogs. Direct measurement of flow from the collapsing model airway showed that the volume of the flow transients in excess of the MEFV envelope was greater than that from the collapsing airway. Determination of wave-speed flows from local airway transmural pressure-area curves (J. Appl. Physiol. 52: 357-369, 1982) and photography of the airway led to the following conclusions. Flow transients exceeding Vmax are wave-speed flows determined by an initial and unstable configuration of the flow-limiting segment (FLS) with maximum compression in the midportion. The drop in flow from the peak to the following plateau is due to development of a more stable airway configuration with maximum compression at the mouthward end with a smaller area and a smaller maximal flow. When FLS jumps to a more peripheral position, the more distal airways may pass through similar configurational changes that are responsible for the sudden decrease of flow (the "knee") seen on most MEFV curves from dogs.